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1. Overview
This Focus Meeting was about the global developmental impact that all aspects related

to astronomy can deliver. The interdisciplinary nature of the meeting made it relevant
to all IAU Divisions and the professional astronomy community in general. The manner
in which the strategic plan has been designed and the way in which OAD implements
it allows for input and innovation from the professional community both to develop the
astronomy field globally and to stimulate the developmental benefits arising from the
astronomy field. IAU members have played a key role in every stage of implementation
of the strategic plan, from its ratification, through to strong participation in its imple-
mentation. This meeting served to report back to them in terms of progress, as well as
seek input from them in terms of shaping the way forward.

2. Structure
The programme was organised to try to cover the wide variety of topics related to the

OAD within a very limited amount of time allocated. The first session was for overview
talks covering the history, achievements and activities of the OAD. This was followed
by three sessions for the Task Forces (Universities and Research, Children and Schools,
Public Outreach). We then had contributions from the Regional Offices and Language
Expertise Centres, followed by a Poster Plug Session (where poster contributors could
say a few words to attract people to their posters). The final session comprised a Panel
discussion with Representatives from IAU Divisions, and an unconference session which
sought topics from participants during the General Assembly in order to adapt to popular
demand. These Proceedings reflect this general structure with a table summary at the end
listing poster contributors’ topics and authors. Presentations from the Focus Meeting,
and any related information can be found on the OAD website www.astro4dev.org.
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